376	PUNCTUATION
3.	It is good English usage to place a noun or other non-
adjectival  part of speech before  a noun,  printing it as a
separate word, and to regard it as serving the purpose of an
adjective in virtue of its position ; for instance, war expendi-
ture-, but there are sometimes special objections to its being
done.    Thus, words in -ing may be actual adjectives (parti-
ciples), or nouns (gerunds), used in virtue of their position as
adjectives; and a visible distinction is needed.    A walking
stick is a stick that walks, and the phrase might occur as a
metaphorical  description 4of a  stiffly   behaved   person:   a
ivalking-stick  or  walkiiigstick is  a stick for  walking;   the
difference may sometimes be important, and consistency may
be held to require that all compounds with gerunds should be
hyphened or made into single words.
4,	Net only can a single word in ordinary circumstances be
thus treated as an adjective, but the same is true of a phrase;
the words of the phrase, however, must then be hyphened,
or ambiguity may result    Thus:   Covent Garden ; Covent-
Garden Market; Covent-Garden-Market salesmen.
The prevailing method of giving railway and street names,
besides its ungainliness, is often misleading and contrary to
common sense. For one difficulty we suggest recurrence to
the old-fashioned formula with commas, and and^ as in
The London, Chatham, and Dover. On another, it is to be
observed that New York-street should mean the new part of
York Street, but New-York Street the street named after
New York. The set of examples includes some analogous
cases, besides the railway and street names.
It is stated that the train service on the Hsin-min-tun-Kau-pan-tse-
Yingkau section of the Imperial Chinese Railway will be restored within
a few days.—Times,
Hsinmintun, Kaupantse, and Yingkau. These places can
surely do without their internal hyphens in an English news-
paper ; and one almost suspects, from the absence of a

